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Section VI Championships: Link to Winter Post Season Calendar
Boys Basketball March 6 - 10 JCC / Buffalo State
Girls Basketball March 7 - 11 JCC / Buffalo State
Boys Bowling February 12 Airport Lanes, Cheektowaga
Girls Bowling February 13 Airport Lanes, Cheektowaga
Cheerleading February 9 Starpoint High School
Boys Ice Hockey March 1 Key Bank Center
Girls Ice Hockey February 3 Cornerstone Arena (Lockport)
Alpine Skiing (In season state qualifier)
Indoor Track/Field February 22 Houghton College
Rifle February 15 Kenmore East School
Boys Diving February 12 Alumni Arena University at Buffalo, Amherst
Boys Swimming February 12 Alumni Arena University at Buffalo, Amherst
Dual Wrestling January 4 Lancaster
Wrestling February 10 D1 Starpoint D2 Southwestern

Congratulations to Fall 2019 NYSPHSAA Champions:
Grand Island Boys Volleyball Division II
Clymer, Panama, Sherman (CSP) Football Class D

Welcome:
Jason Iwanko – Eden, Athletic Director
Marisa Fallacaro-Dougherty – West Seneca CSD, Director of HPEA

Reminders:
★ Maximum number of contests in Swimming / Diving is 16. (This is considered a team sport.)
★ To be eligible for Sectional, intersectional or state competition, a team must have competed in six (6) school scheduled contests which occurred on six different dates during the regular season. An individual is eligible, if he/she has been an eligible participant on a team in that sport in that school for a minimum of six scheduled contests during the regular season.
★ School districts may submit a written request to the Section office for adjustment of contests for individual participants based on medical documentation that confirms the individual was unable to participate in the required number of contests. Section VI Waiver Request Form: http://www.section6.e1b.org/WaiverMinContests
Reminders: (Continued)

★ Teams organized for one sex **may only practice and compete against teams of that same sex.**
★ Wrestling: Review possible Skin Disorders with team members and treatment.
★ Follow us on Twitter [@SectionVI](https://twitter.com/SectionVI)

---

**Quote:**

*The Leadership Secrets of Santa Claus (attached below)*

---

*Wishing you snowy, peaceful and Happy Holidays*
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It's not easy being Santa Claus!
It’s not easy being Santa Claus!

Believe you me, having to smile and be jolly every day when you’re wearing the same thick, hot, red-wool suit (that itches like crazy) is no picnic.

This is a job that will definitely strain your sanity and drain your ego if you let it. Seems like everyone wants a piece of me. Yet many of the people I serve question my existence ... or just plain don’t believe in me at all. And those who do believe often expect me to do the impossible — rarely caring about what I have to do, or go through (including chimneys), to meet their expectations. And they ALL have expectations.

Give people exactly what they want, and Ho, Ho, Ho — everybody loves good Ol’ Santa. But miss one or two items on the list, or forget to include the batteries, and you’d better be ready for the alligator tears, the fat jokes, the stupid songs, no cookies, the wet laps, the yanks on the beard, and the “I could do Santa’s job better than Santa” remarks. And that’s only half of why it’s not easy being me.
There’s no doubt that my biggest challenges come from two roles that people rarely associate with this red-cheeked, bag-carrying sleigh driver: Santa the MANAGER and Santa the LEADER.

I am, after all, running a business here. I’m a boss. I’ve got responsibilities – both to the gift-getters and the gift-makers. There are workers to lead, letters to read, orders to fill, processes to manage, stuff to buy, stuff to make, standards to maintain, new technologies to adopt, skills to develop, elf problems to solve, and reindeer droppings to scoop (although I delegate that one). Trust me, I’ve got some big and not-always-easy-fitting boots to fill.

It’s true that over the centuries, I’ve learned a lot from mistakes and miscalculations. One year, for example, my well-planned toy production schedule was thrown completely out of whack by last-minute changes in customer requirements. I thought I had a good read on what the kiddies were wanting, and we had geared up for a big push on dolls and board games. Then a new movie came out and WHAM – all of a sudden everyone now wanted action figures and video games. Boy did we do some last minute scrambling! We were working twenty-four/seven to deal with that one. What a production challenge! What a motivation challenge!

Another year, I had two reindeer come down with the flu right after Prancer pulled the plug, retired, and took off for Florida. That left me with a thirty-three percent delivery staff reduction (if you count Rudolph) with no immediate replacements. And the number...
of houses to visit had increased by seventeen percent. Talk about “doing more with less”! That year was not only tough on me, but also placed an extra load on the rest of the reindeer. Those puppies were really dragging by the time we finished the last house. We barely made it back. They were ticked and I was tired. But since it takes almost a year to train new harness-team members, there was no rest to be enjoyed. I had to immediately post the open positions and start reviewing reindeer résumés.

Like most managers, I have to deal with marketplace fluctuations (“Dear Santa, I thought I wanted that, but now I want this.”). And I’ve seen more than my share of budget cuts, staff reductions, employees who are either unwilling or unable to adjust to change, technology advancements, increasing demands for higher quality and better service, fluctuations in the economy, competing priorities, ever-growing performance expectations (for all of us), and a whole lot more. Whew!

Think your job is tough? You try recruiting in, and for, the North Pole; You try retooling your plant – and retraining your people – every year to produce the newest fads in toys; You try delivering tons of presents on a route as big as mine – all in one long night.

No, it’s not easy being Santa Claus. But in spite of that, I love what I do. People need me ... they depend on me. We’re doing something important here. And knowing that gives me the energy to carry the sack, lead the pack, and keep coming back.
By now, you may be wondering how I meet all of these many challenges and responsibilities ... how I manage to bring everyone and everything together to complete our mission. Some people think I use magic. But really, there’s no magic about it.

So, if it’s not magic, what is my secret? Actually there are eight of them – eight practical strategies for leading others and getting big things done all year long. They’re called “The Leadership Secrets of Santa Claus,” and I’m here to share them with you.

They are my gifts to you. And I guarantee that if you apply them, you’ll find these “secrets” more valuable than anything you might have written on your holiday wish list.

Read on! Lead on!

Santa Claus